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Chapter

Advancements in Optical  
See-through Near-Eye Display
Jufan Zhang, Yao Zhou and Fengzhou Fang

Abstract

With the development of optical design and manufacturing, the optical  
see-through near-eye display becomes a promising research topic in recent decades, 
which can be applied in medical devices, education, aviation, entertainment et al. 
Typical products include Head-mounted Displays (HMDs) and Augmented Reality 
(AR) glasses. The optical display system of AR devices mainly consists of a miniature 
projecting module and an optical imaging module. In this chapter, the display systems 
used by AR glasses on the market, including various mini-display screens and optical 
imaging elements, have been systematically summarized. Therein, the differences in 
optical combinators are the key part to distinguish various AR display systems. Thus, 
it is essential to figure out the advantages and disadvantages of each optical imag-
ing technology applied in this area. Besides, the characteristics of the projectors are 
crucial to the quality of the images.

Keywords: see-through near-eye display, augmented reality, optics, metaverse, 
projector, freeform optics, waveguide, off-axis optics, birdbath optics

1. Introduction

The optical see-through near-eye display is a promising solution for various 
industrial sectors, such as education, entertainment, military, tourism, etc. Typical 
products include Head-mounted Displays (HMDs) and Augmented Reality (AR) 
glasses. Since Facebook announced the Metaverse, more and more companies released 
their products. This technology is a medium and continuum that spans between the 
real world and the virtual world [1–3], by integrating the real environment with 
the projected virtual objects. Technically, the optical module combines the imag-
ing system and the projecting system, as shown in Figure 1, both of which directly 
influence the optical performance and imaging quality. The light from the projector is 
transferred by the imaging optics without blocking the view of the real world.

Over the past decades, there is a significant advancement in the see-through 
near-eye display. Although there are a number of technical drawbacks and problems 
limiting its success in the consumer market, the achievements made in the enterprise 
market have witnessed value and high commercial potential. The latest technological 
progress brings us new possibilities for a wider range of applications in the near future 
[4–7]. This chapter focuses on the current mainstream optical imaging technologies 
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and projecting technologies, along with typical applications, to offer the readers a 
general idea on the state of the art.

1.1 Applications

With the maturity of AR technology, AR is increasingly used in various industries, 
such as education, training, medical care, design, advertising, etc. AR has injected new 
vitality into education with its rich interactivity. Compared with stuffy paper books, 
AR combines text and dynamic 3D images together, which provides an immersive 
feeling and facilitates a quicker understanding of the information. AR enhances the 
clarity and intuitiveness and perceptual impact of real situations, making situational 
learning more friendly, dynamic, and natural [8–11]. E.g., for training on medical 
and clinic treatment, the application of AR makes the esoteric and profound medical 
theories livelier and more concrete, which greatly improves teaching efficiency and 
quality, especially in minimally invasive surgery [12–15]. In tourism, such as museums, 
AR provides virtual text, pictures, videos, and other information for the introduction 
and description of exhibits. And AR has also been applied for restoring and displaying 
cultural relics by virtually filling up the incomplete part, which brings an immersive 
feeling to tourists [16, 17]. In addition, in the industry, based on AR smart glasses, 
data collection and processing are carried out through the AR cloud to provide visual 
information for the technical support team, therefore realizing expert-level remote 
assistance. This truly makes the communication of industrial issues more direct, 
accurate, efficient through visualized way, and eliminates the risk of unavailability of 
qualified experts in the field for urgent problems, and also significantly saves cost and 
time. AR helps abandon complicated work manuals, flowcharts, walkie-talkies, etc., 
and completely liberates the hands of workers/operators [18]. In the military, pilots 
can use HMD to observe navigation information and even crucial information about 
the enemy. The Synthetic Training Environment based on AR systems helps soldiers 
be trained in a more immersive way, by placing them in a more physically and psycho-
logically stressful combat environment [19–21]. In the entertainment industry, AR is 
applied to create interactive games, like racetracks, and basketball fields, for which 
the camera can track the locations or even the body language to give a more accurate 
response [22–24].

Among the above application fields, the most commonly used hardware are head-
mounted displays (HMDs) and handheld devices like AR glasses. HMD is worn on the 
head like a see-through helmet, which provides images in front of the eyes. An HMD can 

Figure 1. 
Schematic diagram of the optical see through near-eye display.
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facilitate many uses including aviation, gaming, medicine, and engineering. AR glasses 
are worn like regular glasses in front of the eye, but function in a different way. Smart AR 
glasses are computer-enabled wearable devices that add virtual information to a user’s 
real-world scene by superimposing computer-generated or digital information, such as 
3D images, animations and videos. The information can be retrieved from PC, phones, 
or other devices, which can be supported by Wi-Fi, mobile data, or Bluetooth.

1.2 Key optical parameters

The optical performance is closely affected by the specific parameters of the 
display system. Rather than a single parameter determining the optical performance, 
there is a trade-off among the following major parameters.

Field of view It refers to the solid angle between the outline of the object observed 
by the human eye and the line connecting the center of the pupil of the human eye. 
FOV includes the vertical field of view, horizontal field of view, and diagonal field 
of view [25]. Normally, the size of a person’s retina is limited, so the corresponding 
viewing range of the human eye is also limited. FOV is the major indicator that many 
developers are concerned with primarily.

Eye relief Eye relief of an optical display represents the distance from the exit 
pupil area to the optical combiner within which the user’s eye can obtain a full view 
and clear images. Most near-eye displays need binoculars or monocular with a 
minimum of 16 mm eye relief [26]. It is an important parameter to comfort the use.

Eye box Eye box is defined by the space within which the images can still be 
effectively viewable. So, images within the eye relief can be observed in both angular 
and lateral movements of the human eye. It’s how far off center your eye can be and 
still see through the scope properly. Within the eye box area, the observer at any 
position can reach the entire FOV. Exceeding this area may result in distorted images, 
incorrect color rendering, or even no content [27]. A larger eye box allows the user to 
have greater freedom and head movement to observe the whole visual image.

Chromatic aberration Chromatic aberration refers to the phenomenon that 
optical lenses cannot focus all wavelengths of colored light on the same point. 
Chromatic aberration is caused by the phenomenon of lens scattering. It may appear 
as blurred or obvious color fringing around objects in the image, especially in the case 
of high contrast. Only one point will be focused by a perfect lens with the smallest 
circle of a blur. According to the wavelength dispersion of different planes, chromatic 
aberration can be divided into two types: longitudinal chromatic aberration and 
lateral chromatic aberration [28–30]. The optical element in the combiner may cause 
chromatic aberration, which affects the optical performance and imaging quality.

Distortion Lens distortion is actually a general term for the inherent perspective 
distortion of optical lenses, that is, the distortion caused by perspective. There 
are three kinds of distortions including pincushion distortion, barrel distortion, 
and linear distortion. Pincushion distortion is a phenomenon caused by the lens 
“shrinking” the picture toward the center. Barrel distortion is a barrel-shaped 
expansion caused by the physical properties of the lens and the combined structure 
of the lens. Linear distortion is defined as a change in amplitude or phase with no new 
frequencies added [31–33].

Stray light For the imaging optical system, any undesired light that propagates to 
the detector face can be defined as stray light. Due to the multiple optical elements 
and complex architecture used in an integrated display system, stray light may be 
caused by diffraction, unwanted reflection, and scattering. In a sense, stray light 
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has a veto effect on optical systems. If the stray light affects the imaging quality, all 
ray paths should be traced back to the receiver for defects shooting. However, stray 
light cannot be completely eliminated, but can only be suppressed to a certain extent 
[34, 35]. As long as stray light is controlled within an imperceptible range by human 
eyes, or within some acceptable or permissible extent defined by users, it is regarded 
as the completion of stray light suppression.

Brightness and transmittance Brightness refers to the amount of light in the 
virtual image displayed by the optical system. Enough brightness allows you to see the 
image clearly in direct sunlight. It is also one of the major challenges faced by current 
AR headsets. The brightness of most existing AR glasses can be only used indoors, 
and is almost unusable outdoors. In order to alleviate this problem, some AR headsets 
use optical designs such as birdbath to block ambient light or use tinted lenses to 
improve the relative brightness of the optical module, but the associated adverse 
effect is reducing the light transmittance of the optical module. Light transmittance 
refers to how much ambient light the human eye can receive through the optical 
element [36–39]. The ideal light transmittance is 100%. Of course, it is still difficult 
for the existing AR optical technology to achieve this. Low light transmittance may 
be acceptable to consumers for some specific application scenarios, but it is generally 
unacceptable in many professional/industrial application scenarios because light 
transmittance has a great impact on job safety.

Resolution and contrast Resolution refers to the number of pixels a display can 
cover, and the optimal display resolution should be close to or slightly beyond the 
limits of human vision. There’s no official definition or measurement of contrast or 
contrast ratio, but to most people, it’s a perception, simply a display’s ability to produce 
both bright and dark pixels. With low contrast, bright content and dark content will 
not be displayed correctly. In the optical perspective AR display system, dark or black 
color is hard to render, so high transparency areas may appear dark color in low con-
trast. In short, the brighter the AR display, the higher the requirement for contrast. For 
AR display, the color perceived by human eyes is also related to the real environment 
background superimposed by the virtual image. As with contrast, pixels vary in color 
quality depending on where they are on the display [40, 41]. For example, the same 
pixel color may look different on the left and right sides of the display with distinct 
image patterns, as well as depending on the location of the user’s pupils.

Vergence accommodation Human perception of a three-dimensional environ-
ment can be divided into psychological perception and physiological perception. 
Psychological perception includes five aspects of visual suggestion, such as shadow, 
occlusion, light, affine and texture, and prior knowledge. The physiological percep-
tion of stereoscopic vision mainly includes blurred focus, moving parallax, and 
binocular parallax. There are two main reasons for vertigo: [1] conflicts between 
binocular parallax and focusing blur on visual perception; [2] the conflict between 
motion perception and visual perception [6, 42–46].

Size and weight Size is one of the biggest challenges of the see-through near-eye 
display. Larger FOV and eye box always mean bigger size and weight at the same 
time. The larger size usually implies inconvenience to wear and tends to block sight. 
Besides, there is a limit to the amount of weight that the human ear, bridge of the 
nose, and top of the head can hold.

Delay All virtual images are produced by the projectors; thus, the response time of 
hardware is very important for the reaction of the human brain and eye. An imag-
ing delay of fewer than 5 milliseconds is generally considered sufficient for optical 
perspective systems. A longer delay would cause dizziness.
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2. Optical imaging technology

The optical display system of see-through near-eye devices is usually composed 
of micro-projector and imaging components. In general, the display system of AR 
glasses on the market at present is a combination of various micro-projectors and 
imaging components such as prisms, free-form surfaces, Birdbath, optical wave-
guides, etc. The difference in optical combination is the key part to distinguish the 
display systems.

2.1 Conventional optics

2.1.1 Off-axis optics/birdbath optics

More HMD optical systems have applied folding/reflecting structures with the high 
demands of modern air combat. The structure can meet the technical requirements 
of large eye relief, large exit pupil diameter, and large FOV. The system consists of two 
basic types: coaxial (rotational symmetric geometry) and off-axis (rotational asym-
metric geometry). Compared with the coaxial system, the off-axis system can reach a 
wider FOV. Therefore, most HMD optical systems adopt the off-axis display [47, 48]. 
An example of the off-axis structure is illustrated in Figure 1, which reaches 40° × 30° 
FOV, 15 mm exit pupil diameter, 26.4 mm focal length and 25 mm eye relief. However, 
off-axis optical system usually contains many optical elements, which means larger 
size and heavier weight, so not suitable for long time use.

Another conventional technology is the birdbath structure. The polarized beam 
splitter (PBS) is used to split the light beam from the light source to the human eyes, 
which can be a cube or a film. Most products are applying this technology currently, 
such as google glass and Lenovo headsets, as shown in Figure 2. Figure 2a shows how 
google glasses work, which mainly includes a projector and a beam splitter (BS) prism. 
When the projected light travels to the BS prism, part of it is reflected to human eyes and 
produces virtual images, without blocking the light from the real world. Figure 2b shows 

Figure 2. 
Optical system of off-axis system [44].
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how Lenovo headset works. The structure applies a plate beam splitter that allows light 
from a top-mounted display facing the bottom to pass through it and is reflected by a 
spherical mirror to the other side of the BS, to the viewer’s eyes. The birdbath design can 
achieve larger FOV and larger eye relief, meanwhile, larger sizes are needed compared 
with off-axis technology [49–51]. As shown in Figure 3, the design space is defined by 
the thickness as a function of the eye box size. The window limits the minimum and 
maximum values on the eye box [52]. When applying the birdbath technology, the size 
and weight become proportional to the eye box and FOV, which will also constrain some 
other optical parameters (Figure 4).

2.1.2 Freeform optics

Freeform optics is defined as any non-rotationally symmetric surface or micro-
array surface, which is very different from spherical and aspherical geometry. 
Freeform lenses can enable unique optical performance, such as low f-number, large 
eye relief, and wide FOV. One possible form of freeform optics is the eccentric use of 
rotating symmetrical lens, thus accommodating off-axis ranges. There are three main 
ways to describe free-form surfaces, including NURBS, XY polynomials, and radial 
basis function representation. The use of freeform optics reduces the number of com-
ponents in an optical system, resulting in a smaller, lighter, and more efficient system 
[53–56]. The biggest advantage of freeform surfaces is that they can achieve very good 
imaging quality due to their special geometry and a high degree of freedom, as shown 
in Figure 5. However, compared with the traditional symmetric lens, the optical 
design and manufacturing process are more complex and demanding [57–60].

Figure 3. 
Example of the birdbath structure in the see-through near-eye display. (a) The schematic diagram of Google Glass 
[51]. (b) The schematic diagram of Lenovo headsets.
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2.2 Waveguide optics

Optical waveguide technology is a distinctive optical component developed to 
meet the demands of the see-through near-eye display. Light travels at different 
speeds in different substances. Thus, when the light goes from one substance to 
another, it refracts and reflects at the interface of the two substances. Moreover, the 
angle of the refracted light changes with the angle of the incident light. When the 
incident angle reaches or exceeds a critical angle, the incident light will be reflected 
back without refraction, which is called the total internal reflection (TIR) of light. 
According to the principle of TIR in geometric optics, the light produces TIR at the 
interface between the waveguide and the air and forms the necessary conditions for 
the light to be bounced inside the waveguide and propagated forward without exiting 
the waveguide, as shown in Figure 6 [61]. In virtue of the waveguide transmission 
mode, the display and imaging system can be moved away to the top of the forehead 
or the ear side of observer, which greatly reduces the obstruction of the optical 
system to the outside view, and makes the weight distribution more ergonomic, thus 
improving the wearing experience of the device [62–64]. The optical waveguide can 

Figure 4. 
Typical design space for specific interpupillary distance (IPD) coverage and ID requirements [52].

Figure 5. 
Layout of the see-through HMD by coupling the FFS prism lens [53].
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be divided into two types, the geometric waveguide and the diffraction waveguide, 
mainly based on the coupling structure of light in and out of the waveguide.

2.2.1 Diffractive waveguide

Diffractive optical waveguide includes surface relief grating (SRG) waveguide fab-
ricated by lithography technology and volume holographic grating (VHG) waveguide 
fabricated by holographic interference technology, as shown in Figure 7. For the dif-
fractive waveguide, the light source includes light emitting diode (LED), organic light 
emitting diode (OLED), liquid crystal on silicon (LCOS) and laser scanning display 
(LSD). The light from the light source is collimated to the waveguide in one direction. 
The in-coupler diffractive optical element (DOE) modulates the light propagation 
within the waveguide by TIR. When the light travels to the out-coupler, the condi-
tion of TIR is broken and the light is coupled out to human eyes. The virtual images 

Figure 7. 
The schematic of the diffractive waveguides [69]. (A) The schematic diagram of the SRG waveguide. (B) The 
schematic diagram of the VHG waveguide.

Figure 6. 
The layout of the waveguide [61].
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are projected at infinity due to the parallel collimated light [65–69]. The waveguide 
substrate is transparent which projects the virtual image without blocking the views 
from the real world.

SRG is an optical element with a periodic fluctuation structure at the wavelength 
scale on the surface of the material which can spatially modulate the light. VHG is the 
light–dark interference fringe formed by holographic technology exposure inside the 
material. They both cause a periodic change of the refractive index in the material. 
This periodic change is generally on the scale of the wavelength of visible light (450-
700 nm), to allow effective manipulation of light for normal display [70, 71]. A single 
wavelength can be divided into several diffraction orders by the diffractive grating, and 
each diffraction order will continue to propagate in a different direction, as shown in 
Figure 8. The diffraction angle of each diffraction order is determined by the incident 

Figure 8. 
Diffraction grating [71].

Figure 9. 
Angular selectivity and spectral selectivity of transmission and reflection VHG [74].
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angle of the light and the period of the grating. By optimizing associated parameters of 
the grating, such as the refractive index of the material, grating shape, thickness, duty 
cycle, etc., the diffraction efficiency of a certain diffraction order can be improved to 
the maximum, so that most of the light will keep propagating along this direction after 
diffraction [72, 73]. The diffraction modes include reflection diffraction and transmis-
sion diffraction, as shown in Figure 9. For the same grating period, the diffraction 
angles of different wavelengths are also different. Usually, there are three wavelengths 
applied for imaging, including red, green, and blue (RGB) elements.

However, the diffraction efficiency of the same color fluctuates depending on the 
incident angle, resulting in a different proportion of red, green, and blue light across 
the entire field of view (FOV), which is called the rainbow effect. This is caused by 
the inherent physical characteristics of diffraction gratings, and the color uniformity 
problem can only be optimized but not completely eliminated by design. Besides, 
the optical efficiency of the diffractive elements is very low, with nearly 85% of the 
projected light blocked, so only a small part can reach the human eyes. As a result, 
usually, an extra shading lens is needed for the observer to see the virtual images 
clearly and the contrast of the whole system is also reduced.

2.2.2 Geometrical waveguide

The reflective coating film is used as the in/out-coupler for the light propagat-
ing. The light is totally internally reflected by the in-coupler and bounces within the 
waveguide. When the light hits the out-coupler, part of the light is reflected out of the 
waveguide to human eyes while another part transmits through it for further propagat-
ing to the next out-coupler, as shown in Figure 10 [75]. The partially reflected mirror 
array (PRMA) expands the exit pupil and achieves uniform light for virtual images.

Since the light will be reflected out from each out-coupler which makes the light 
density arriving at each out-coupler distinct, each of the out-couplers in the array needs 
a different reflection and transmission ratio (R/T) to ensure that the amount of light 
coupled out within the whole range of the eye pupil is uniform. The wavelength will not 
affect the imaging quality, but the R/T ratio would result in fringes in light and dark. 
The PRMA replicates the pupil to increase the total exit pupil area, however, it reduces 
the amount of light at each exit pupil area. Thus, the efficiency of the geometrical 
waveguide is less than that of conventional optical systems. Compared with the diffrac-
tive waveguide, manufacturing of the geometrical waveguide is more complicated, as 

Figure 10. 
The schematic of the geometrical waveguide [75].
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shown in Figure 11. It presents rigorous requirements to each step of the process chain 
for high manufacturing precision, usually at the micro and nanoscale.

Waveguide technologies have distinctive advantages in thickness and FOV, which 
makes them become a mainstream solution in AR display rapidly. Table 1 is a com-
parison between diffractive waveguide and geometrical waveguide.

2.3 Light field technology

2.3.1 Pinlight technology

Pinlight display is a novel design to offer a wide FOV, supporting a compact form 
factor. Andrew et al. demonstrated the feasibility through software simulation and 
prototype display [76]. The defocused point light source is directly encoded. The 
spatial light modulation (SLM) between the pinlight and the eye modulates every 
pixel of the light, as shown in Figure 12. The encoded light is projected to human eyes 
to create virtual images by the pinlight plane and the SLM. There is an array of small 
hexagonal pits on it that capture total internal reflection light and create a precise spot 

Figure 11. 
The manufacturing process of the geometrical waveguide.

Waveguide Category Diffractive waveguide Geometrical 

waveguide

Companies Microsoft, Magic Leap, 
Waveoptics, etc.

Digilens, Sony, etc. Lumus, Lochn, 
Lingxi, etc.

In/Out-coupler SRG VHG Reflective film

FOV 60° 50° 60°

Eye box 12 mm x 11 mm 12 mm x 10 mm 12 mm x 10 mm

Thickness 2.65 mm < 2.5 mm 1.5 mm

Eye relief 18 mm 19 mm 16 mm

Manufacturing Lithography 
technology, 

nanoimprint

Holographic 
interference

Coating, stacking, 
slicing, polishing, 

shaping

Table 1. 
Comparison between diffractive waveguide and geometrical waveguide.
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of light. People can observe the integrated virtual images by the coded series of light 
[76, 77]. However, the non-uniformity of the shape and intensity is still complex and 
difficult to be solved. The eye box and eye relief are also limited.

2.3.2 Pinhole technology

The pinhole technology has been applied in LetinAR. The vertically polarized light 
from the display is reflected by the beam splitter to human eyes. Polarized light can 
only enter the human eye after passing through the pinhole, and most of the light is 
blocked by the flat plate. Thus, the light efficiency is decreased due to the imaging 
principle. Pinhole technology can achieve smaller thickness and a high transparent 
ratio of the element [78, 79]. The eye box is related to the number of pinholes, and the 
virtual images can only be observed in a very limited eye relief range (Figure 13).

2.4 Comparison

Among the above technologies, FOV, eye relief, eye box, thickness, distortion, 
size, weight, and transmittance are important optical parameters to evaluate the 

Figure 12. 
Schematic of pinlight technology [76].

Figure 13. 
Schematic of pinhole technology. (a) Red lines are from the projector. Most lines are locked by the polarizing plate and 
only the light passing through the pinhole can transfer to human eyes. (b) Blue lines are the light from real world [79].
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imaging performance. There is a trade-off among these correlated parameters thus 
achieving a perfect system performance is impossible. Different applications may 
focus on different key optical indicators based on the specific expectation and may 
sacrifice some secondary optical parameters. The difficulty of manufacturing affects 
whether the system can be mass-produced or not. Table 2 compares the above imag-
ing technologies [80–82].

3. Projecting technology

With the development of augmented reality graphics, the optical performance of 
the projector also affects the imaging quality of the virtual images. There are some 
major parameters deciding the performance of the projector screen, such as the pixel, 
resolution, pixel per inch (PPI), and contrast. The pictures on the projector screen 
are made of millions of pixels. Each pixel is composed of three-color pixels, red, 
green, and blue (RGB). The variety of colorful pictures is projected by adjusting RGB. 
Resolution is the number of pixels. PPI is the number of pixels per inch on the screen. 
The higher the PPI, the smaller the pixel size, and the sharper it is. Screen contrast 
refers to the ratio between the brightness of black and white. The higher the contrast, 
the brighter and more colorful the images.

3.1 LCD

A liquid-crystal display (LCD) is a flat-panel display technology commonly 
applied in televisions and computers, etc. The first mass-produced LCD panel 
technology is twisted nematic (TN). As shown in Figure 14, when there is no electric 
field on the liquid crystal modules, the molecules in the LCD cell twist by 90 degrees. 
When the light from the environment and backlight passes through the first polar-
izer, the light is polarized and distorted by the liquid crystal molecular layer. When it 
reaches the second polarizer, it is blocked. Thus, the viewer observes the black screen. 
When there is an electric field applied to the liquid crystal molecules, they unravel. 
When polarized light reaches the liquid crystal molecular layer, the light transmits 

Optical category Conventional optics Waveguide optics Light field optics

FOV Small Large Medium

Eye relief Large Large Small

Eye box Small Large Small

Thickness Thick Thin Thin

Distortion More Less Less

Size and weight Heavy Light Light

Transmittance Low High High

Manufacturing Easy Harder Harder

Company Meta, Epson, Google glass Lumus, Lingxi, 
Microsoft

Creal

Table 2. 
Comparison of the above imaging technologies.
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directly without distortion. When it reaches the second polarizer, it can pass through, 
and the observed screen is bright. The electric field rather than the current makes the 
technology consume less power. By controlling the voltage, the deflection angle of the 
liquid crystal layer can be adjusted, and the brightness of each sub-pixel of RGB can 
be controlled respectively. By changing the brightness ratio, all colors can be realized 
by mixing RGB in different proportions. Due to the liquid crystal molecules cannot 
close completely, LCD cannot show pure black. LCD technology has the great advan-
tage of being light, thin and low power consumption [83–85]. However, its drawbacks 
include slow response time (especially at low temperatures), limited viewing angles, 
and backlighting requirements.

3.2 OLED

A single Organic light-emitting diode (OLED) forms a pixel on the screen thus 
there are millions of OLED dots working together for the display. As shown in 
Figure 15, there is an organic light-emitting layer between two electrodes. When 
the positive and negative electrons crush in the organic material, the light emits. 
Each pixel of an OLED is composed of three sub-pixels, RGB, which light up 
when power is on. The brightness of each sub-pixel can be controlled by adjusting 
the voltage [86–88]. The brightness of the three colors can be mixed in different 
proportions to show the desired color. Since OLED lights themselves, no backlight 
source is needed, and each pixel can be independently controlled, enabling pixel-
level light control. Compared with the LCD, OLED can provide pure black, and 
achieve no light leakage and perfect contrast. Besides, OLED screens have very 
short response time when switching between colors, with almost no drag. OLED 
screens are much thinner than LCD screens and can be bent considerably. OLED 
screens consume little power by switching on and off each pixel independently 
without all pixels working together. However, the lifespan of OLED is generally 
shorter than LCD by aging and burning problems due to the self-lighting mecha-
nism. Moreover, there is an obvious strobe in low brightness, resulting in visual 
fatigue by pulse width modulation (PWM) dimming [89, 90]. Commercial cases 
include Epson is using their own OLED for AR glasses and SONY’s OLED is applied 
for Nreal glasses [91].

Figure 14. 
Working principle of LCD [83].
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3.3 QLED

Quantum-dot light-emitting diode (QLED) works based on the principle of 
quantum dots, which is to place quantum dots on a flat surface of a display and then 
use a control circuit to display the pictures, as shown in Figure 16. Quantum dots 
(QDS) have excellent optical properties, including continuously tunable peak posi-
tions of whole-spectrum luminescence, high color purity, and good stability, which 
are excellent luminescence and photoelectric materials. QLED display is built on these 

Figure 15. 
Working principle of OLED [81].

Figure 16. 
Working principle of QLED [92].
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special properties of QDS to achieve high performance and low cost. Compared with 
OLED, QLED can provide higher brightness and a wider spectrum, and the size is 
flexible with longer lifetime [92–94]. However, OLED has more advantages in no light 

Figure 17. 
Working principle of LCOS [95].

LCD OLED QLED LCOS

Substrate Glass Glass/polymer Glass Glass

Material of luminescent 
layer

LED/CCFL Organic light 
emitting material

Quantum dot 
luminescent 

materials

LED/CCFL

Polaroid Line 
polaroid*2

Circular polaroid Line polaroid*2 Line 
polaroid*2

Backlight module Yes No Yes Yes

Color filter Yes No Yes Yes

Light panel Yes No Yes Yes

Emitting principle Backlight
(inactive)

Organic 
layer(active)

QD (inactive) Backlight
(inactive)

Contrast >10,000:1 >1,000,000:1 >1,000,000:1 >1500:1

Angle of visibility <150°, 
chromatic 
aberration

~180°, no 
aberration

~180°, no 
aberration

~180°, no 
aberration

Power consumption High Low Low High

Thickness >1.2 mm <1.5 mm <1.5 mm >1.2 mm

Service life Long Short Short Long

Cost Low High High Low

Mobile phone screen Yes Yes Yes No

Flat-panel screen Yes Yes Yes Yes

Working temperature 20°C ~ 60°C −40°C ~ 80°C 40°C ~ 80°C None

Impact on environment Small Big Small Small

TFT needed for each 
pixel

1 2 1 1

Toxic potentials No Yes No No

Spatial color uniformity Great Good Great Good

Light propagation Transmission Transmission Transmission Birefringence

Table 3. 
Comparison among existing projector technologies.
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leakage, shorter response time, and wider visible view. Besides, OLEDs can provide a 
purer black display, better contrast, lighter and thinner, less power consuming, and 
performs better at night.

3.4 LCOS

Liquid Crystal on Silicon (LCOS) is a new reflective display technology combin-
ing LCD and CMOS integrated circuit. The birefringence characteristic of the liquid 
crystal molecule itself is applied for the light controlling. And the polarization of the 
incident light is modulated by the switch of the circuit to promote the rotation of the 
liquid crystal molecule. As shown in Figure 17, when the applied voltage of the LCD 
layer pixel is zero, the light does not enter the projection light path and there is no 
light output, that is, the pixel presents a dark state. When there is an applied voltage 
in the pixel, the bright is state, so the image is displayed on the screen. The voltage 
applied at both ends of the pixel will affect the optical performance of the liquid crys-
tal molecule, and then determine the gray scale of the pixel. Its advantage is that it is 
mature and cheap, and its pixel density is relatively high, and the overall energy rate is 
also relatively high [95, 96]. Its disadvantages mainly lie in its relatively low contrast, 
especially at large incident angles, and it must be used in conjunction with PBS, which 
limits the miniaturization process of the overall optical system, and it cannot work at 
low temperature [95, 97, 98]. Mini Glass and Magic Leap use LCOS for the AR glasses.

3.5 Comparison

Table 3 shows the performance comparison among existing projector technolo-
gies. However, the state of the art cannot achieve ideal performance for better imaging 
quality in the optical see-through near-eye display. Table 4 shows the performance 
gap between the ideal condition and the current craft. There is still a long way to go.

4. Conclusions

In recent decades, optical see-through near-eye display has undergone significant 
progress and facilitated various AR applications, especially for the industrial practice. 

Key Merits Ideal Status quo

Brightness 5 6
10 ~10  nits 4

10 nits

Contrast Ratio (ANSI) >300:1 <100:1

Refresh rate >75 Hz 60Hz

Resolution >60 pixel/DEG 30 pixel/DEG

Power consumption <50 mW 100mW

Endurance −55°C ~ 100°C −10 °C ~ 60 °C

Form factor Driver integrated, panel no larger 
than screen

Panel about 2*screen area

Emitting angle Comply with exit pupil Lambertian

Table 4. 
Performance gap.
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